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As my office RAD and I have been operating in Hong Kong since the mid-nineteen-nine-

ties, I  will  use Hong Kong as an example to engage the questions brought up at the Aga 

Khan Award’s seminar on emerging models of planning practices. Some of those ques-

tions are: Has economic globalization and the emergence of complex spatial develop-

ments due to new capital sources created threats to the traditional culture and urban 

heritage of most Asian countries? What are the roles of memories and the methods for 

safeguarding heritage in these developments? What are the possible sociocultural con-

siderations in planning practices that can protect built heritage while ensuring sustain-

able development in contemporary Asian cities?

HONG KONG

Hong Kong is a relatively young city. Traditional,  familiar nineteenth-century theories on 

heritage such as those of John Ruskin and Viollet-le-Duc were developed long before 

the reality of a city l ike Hong Kong could be imagined, particularly as it has emerged over 

the past fifty years or so. Hong Kong was founded primarily as a trade city that focused 

mostly on economic matters, and later especially on property development. The city has 

therefore experienced many rounds of building erasure and rebuilding, and not much was 

done to safeguard its architectural memory, at least not until  the nineteen-nineties. When 

we compare photographs of the old and new, especially those taken from Victoria Peak, 

we see that almost all  its old buildings have been replaced by offices and “chow laus”—

literally “speculative” buildings—and ubiquitous high-rises with almost no redeeming 

design value that sprout l ike mushrooms during each economic boom. Based on these 

observations, it  is necessary to rethink the meaning of heritage in this city, how the city 

can preserve memories, and what inheritances should be safeguarded (fig. 1).

EXAMPLES

Fortunately, there remain a few examples of history and memory in Hong Kong due to 

the more recent promotion of tourism in the city. The famous cross-harbor Star Ferry, 

which has operated since July 1873, and the Peak Tramway, which has operated since 

May 1888, are good examples, and we may refer to them as examples of infrastructural 

heritage.

When the Bank of China Tower by I.  M. Pei and Partners was built in Hong Kong’s Central 

District (1985–90), the existing building on its site, the mid-nineteenth-century Murray 

Barracks, was relocated to the city ’s Stanley District.  The Murray Barracks building in 

Stanley is actually a new structure, but is clad with the original façade material.  Although 

this may be a curious and somewhat inauthentic solution, it  was a “ win-win” situation. 

The Central District has gained a new landmark, and the Stanley District has gained a 

tourism icon.
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Inspired by this act of “reconstruction and relocation,” my office and I have suggested 

that it  would be tempting to zone a site in the New Territories of Hong Kong that would 

accommodate such acts of “relocated heritage” in the future. This will  free more valu-

able land in the Central District,  and will  activate a remote district in the New Territories 

through new tourist attractions.

In another case, The Verandah Restaurant in the Repulse Bay District of Hong Kong was 

demolished for redevelopment during the early nineteen-eighties. Ann Hui,  the movie 

director, wanted the Verandah for background footage, so a quick replica was built in 

1984. As Hong Kong underwent a financial boom during the early nineties, the developer 

thought that this movie prop would add marketing value to his development. He therefore 

built the remaining part of the replica. The restaurant is now a very popular spot for locals 

and tourists, and is often used for weddings. We may label this type of accidental scenar-

io a form of “replica preservation,” in which the replica was not only preserved, but also 

expanded upon by the developer.

Market forces in Hong Kong continue to be the primary drive behind what stays and what 

goes. Because development here is highly profitable, heritage may be purchased, im-

ported, or replicated whenever there is enough demand.

Fig. 1: A timeline showing Hong Kong’s important heritage buildings from 1695 to 1937.
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THE STAR FERRY AND QUEEN’S PIER DEMONSTRATIONS

When public demonstrations broke out in Hong Kong in 2006 to protest the demolition 

of the Star Ferry Pier and plans to demolish Queen’s Pier, the city ’s authorities realized 

that the people of Hong Kong do in fact value heritage. The Chief Executive’s office ac-

cordingly addressed issues of heritage by creating the Development Bureau in 2007. Its 

mandate was to protect, conserve, and revitalize the city ’s heritage.

This new policy shift  has already helped preserve s ome of Hong Kong’s built  heri-

tage, such as the Wo Cheong Pawn Shop in Wanchai.  The developer,  who won the 

tender to develop the adjacent site,  was also required to restore the pawnshop. 

Both the newly restored pawnshop and the residential  apartments are commercial-

ly successful .  These gains c ame along with a priceless added benefit .  Since there 

are no height restrictions for building in Hong Kong, new buildings reach consider-

able heights.  In this c ase, since the four-story pawnshop has been preserved, the 

air  space above it  also has been preserved. As the building is loc ated in the midst of 

a concrete jungle,  this is a double bonus,  and the result  has been to safeguard both 

heritage and air  space.

HOMEMADE HERITAGE

Loc al experts on conservation such as Lee Ho Yin from Hong Kong University reject 

demolit ion and reconstruction,  and instead support adaptive reus e and revital ization. 

According to him, one c annot tel l  what is old and what is new in the Heritage 1881 proj-

ect that the famous loc al tycoon Li  Ka Shing built  in 2009. Lee has been crit ic al  of such 

projects.  He and other ac ademic s in Hong Kong, however,  suppor t projects that pro-

vide a contrast between a new contemporary building and an older original  building on 

the same site,  as with the 2011 Mil itary History Mus eum project in Dres den by Daniel 

Libeskind.  Interestingly enough, although Lee refers to foreign examples of designing 

the new to accentuate and respect the old,  we also have many homemade versions of 

such examples throughout the city,  such as the old Bank of China and the new HSBC 

bank buildings.

THE VALUE OF HISTORY?

The new Hong Kong heritage policy of 2007 has also classified and protected selected 

sites in the Central District.  This has had mixed results. For example, the public, being 

more accustomed to appreciating the value of money rather than the value of history, has 

wondered why the old Police Station has been left unused for so long. It would certainly 

have been a different situation had the site been given to a property developer, for that 

would have been considered normal practice.

Future Heritage
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NEW AND UNEXPECTED CHALLENGES

The issue of dealing with heritage raises other new, and sometimes unexpected, chal-

lenges for the government. One example is the Ho Tung Garden on the Peak, which has 

a history of more than eighty years. The owner had a plan to replace the bungalow on the 

site with six vil las, including one for her, but discovered that the government had classi-

fied her property as a Grade 1 heritage building. This meant that she would no longer be 

able to develop the project in a manner that would maximize her financial returns, which 

goes against Hong Kong’s long-standing emphasis on the importance of property rights. 

Another example of such a new challenge is the Central Government Offices Complex 

West Wing in the Central District.  A politician voted for the office to be classified as a 

Grade 2 instead of a Grade 1 heritage building, and accordingly was heavily criticized for 

not showing sympathy towards conservation.1

THE OLD AND NEW HSBC BUILDING

Considering the above observation, I  found myself asking questions such as: Which is 

better, preserving what exists or building something new ? Let us take Foster + Partners’ 

1986 HSBC building as an example. One may ask whether it would have been better to 

keep the old 1935 HSBC building, which already was the third HSBC building to be con-

structed on the same site, but which also had great heritage value. We may also ask if the 

right choice was made by removing it and replacing it with the new building, which may 

have an even greater heritage value in the future (fig. 2).

AARON TAN

Fig. 2: Hong Kong, views of the old 1935 HSBC building and the one from 1986 

by Foster + Partners that replaced it.
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A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

We found it l iberating to zoom out from individual examples of architecture, which in 

themselves are often interchangeable, and to look at the Hong Kong skyline, which is in 

fact of tremendous heritage value, even globally. Buildings are highly ephemeral in Hong 

Kong, but the skyline seems eternal.  For example, once the Ritz-Carlton Hotel was built 

in the early nineteen-nineties, it  was seriously considered for demolition, even before the 

first guest checked in! In fact, a new building has already been built on its site.

We therefore see that Hong Kong is not a static entity, but a l iving organism. One may 

even take the position that there is almost no need for preservation here since the city 

is involved in a process of self-preservation through the maintenance of its unique urban 

composition, which is powerfully expressed through its skyline.

KOWLOON WALLED CITY 

To further elaborate on this, we may consider the now demolished Kowloon Walled City 

in Hong Kong (fig. 3).  It  is a relevant example of the city as a l iving organism. It was a 

settlement that was capable of responding to stimuli,  and also capable of reproduc-

tion, growth and development, and maintaining homeostasis as a stable whole. Kow-

loon Walled City, a free-for-all  zone in Hong Kong, was the result of a gap that existed 

in Hong Kong between two political realities during the nineteen-fifties. It  existed as a  

Future Heritage

Fig. 3: Hong Kong, aerial view of Kowloon Walled City from the nineteen-eighties.
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Chinese-administered fortress in the British colony of Hong Kong. It may be one of the 

most complete examples of human/architectural symbiosis. It  was almost as if  its inhab-

itants had tapped into self-organization processes to create a particular built environ-

ment that is independent of traditional ideas of architecture. A mega-block of urban/ 

architectural configurations, Kowloon Walled City was only about the size of four soccer 

fields: i .e.,  200 x 150 meters, comparable in size to many of the new shopping malls in 

China. But it  had up to 50,000 residents at its peak!

Greg Girard,  with Ian Lambot the coauthor and photographer of the book  Cit y of 

Darkness:  Life in Kowloon Walled Cit y  (Honolulu,  1993) took numerous photographs 

inside the city during the late nineteen-eighties,  c apturing both its exterior and inte-

rior r ichness.  From the richness of the exterior,  we are tempted to guess at the trade 

clusters behind the faç ades. The Walled City had an amazing management organi-

zation.  For example,  its residents and organized crime syndic ates arranged for it  to 

have its own garbage removal system. To protect a temple from being damaged as 

a result  of l itter thrown by the residents of the higher f loors,  a net was set up above 

the roof of the temple.  The consequence was a beautiful  shadow c ast on the roof on 

sunny days.  The city contained numerous recreation and worship spaces,  particularly 

on the roofs.  Jackie Pull inger,  an evangelist who served in Kowloon from the nine-

teen-seventies,  envisioned building a swimming pool for its drug addicts (the project 

was unfortunately not realized).  With its people and structures in constant f lux,  the 

postman’s mental  map may have been the most relevant source of knowledge for this 

ever-changing organism.

Many have wanted to define precisely the complex relationship between humans and 

structures in Kowloon Walled City. This, however, was very difficult,  as its physical com-

position was intertwined, obscured, and almost impossible to classify.

DEMOLITION

Finally, the British triumphed over the political gridlock that created Kowloon Walled City 

and began its demolition in the early nineteen-nineties. While this meant the death of 

Kowloon, it  was also the only time that the dark secrets of this amazing labyrinth became 

available for exploration. The demolition was like slicing a loaf of bread. Every new sec-

tion of the Walled City that appeared as the demolition work proceeded revealed how in-

tricate the inhabitants’ influence on the structure had been, and how quickly the structure 

responded to new programs. Underneath what seemed to be chaos and an absence of 

rules existed a sophisticated level of order and organization.

For example, the city suffered from a shortage of water and electricity. In the early days, 

many residents dug wells within their own properties. As later buildings were mostly ten 

to twelve floors in height, the residents agreed among themselves to set a schedule to 

pump water from these wells to the roof storage tanks. Based on the pumping schedule, 

AARON TAN
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one can construct an alternative map. Such a map may help us understand the trade 

cluster patterns in the Walled City (fig. 4).  With so many trade clusters and food shops 

in Kowloon, another way to map it was based on smells.

Although the buildings were often only six inches apart,  residents built extensions be-

yond the exterior front walls to increase their usable floor space. Through the study of 

the demolition, we found that the structures were modified to facilitate these extensions.

There were active property developments in Kowloon with precise interpersonal con-

tracts. Purchases of airspace and gaps often brought great financial returns. The built 

structures were rhizomatic in nature—interlocking, parasitic, colliding, and incoherent. 

Windows, doors, and stairs all  had to be constantly redefined due to ongoing negotia-

tions. While the Walled City has its unique kind of logic, it  gave us the impression that 

the more flexible and il l  defined the spatial,  temporal,  material,  and social structures, the 

greater the stability of the structure as a whole.

We see the movement, interaction, and transformation between structures and human 

beings in Kowloon. It was an organic evolution of inorganic matter. This is an example of 

a symbiosis between structure and humans. It could only have taken place in Hong Kong 

at that time.

Future Heritage

Fig. 4: Map of the water distribution network in Kowloon Walled City.
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SEVENTEEN YEARS LATER

Seventeen years after the demolit ion,  Greg Girard and I  visited the site.  We inter viewed 

ex-residents of the neighborhood and photographed the new context .  In comparing 

the recent photographs with those taken in the nineteen-eighties,  we noticed that al l 

sorts of activit ies that took place in the public spaces of the site,  such as spor ts,  gam-

ing,  and working,  provided continuity with the character of Kowloon Walled City.  We 

also collaborated on and produced an exhibit ion at the Hong Kong booth of the 2011 

Venice Biennale entit led Demolit ion as C onstruction .  Greg Girard stated as par t of the 

exhibit ion text:

S eve nte e n  ye a r s  h ave  p asse d  a n d 

re c e nt l y  I  we nt  b ac k  to  v i s i t  Kow l o o n  

C i t y ,  t h e  n e i g h b o r h o o d  w h e r e  t h e 

W a l l e d  C i t y  o n c e  s t o o d .  W i t h  t h e 

Wa l l e d  C i t y  n ow  g o n e ,  a n d  a  p a r k  i n 

i t s  p l ac e ,  w h at  o n e  n ot i c e s  a l m o st  fo r 

t h e  f i r st  t i m e  i s  h ow  c l o se l y  e l e m e nt s 

of  Kow l o o n  C i t y  re se m b l e  t h e  Wa l l e d 

C i t y.  W h i l e  w a l k i n g  t h e  st r e e t s  a n d 

a l l ey s  of  Kow l o o n  C i t y,  I  was  st r u c k 

ag a i n  a n d  ag a i n  by  h ow  m a ny  fe at u re s 

to d ay  st i l l  re se m b l e  w h at  I  re m e m b e r 

f ro m  t h e  Wa l l e d  C i t y:  e l e ct r i c a l  w i re s 

a l o n g  h a l l way s  a n d  exte r n a l  wa l l s ,  t h e 

n a r row  st a i rc ase s ,  t h e  m et a l  g r i l l wo r k , 

t h e  e r a  t h e  b u i l d i n g s  we re  b u i l t ,  t h e 

ove r l a p  b et we e n  wo r k  a n d  re c re at i o n , 

a n d  m a n y  e c c e n t r i c i t i e s  p a r t i c u l a r 

p e r h a p s  to  wo r k i n g  c l ass  H o n g  Ko n g 

as  a  w h o l e . 2

HONG KONG’S URBAN DNA

Greg Girard’s statement tr iggered the word DNA in our thinking.  The people of Hong 

Kong may have a par ticular type of “urban DNA .” They are by nature hard-working,  have 

a high tolerance for crowded l iving conditions,  and wil l  almost do any thing to earn a l iv-

ing.  They are ver y adaptable and c apable of transforming the built  environment to meet 

their  priorit ies.

AARON TAN
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RAD AS URBAN DETECTIVE

My office RAD and I explore the city as “urban detectives,” looking for new urban clues 

and logic. We have frequently noted that at first glance, some adaptations may seem il-

logical,  but with more analysis, we see that many adaptations are clever and have con-

tributed to the living fabric of the city.

We were curious about the missing floor numbers in Hong Kong buildings, especially 

those built after the nineteen-eighties. For example, the top floor of a 34-story building on 

Conduit Road was numbered as the 88th floor, which implied that 54 unlucky floor num-

bers were omitted. As we further investigated the matter, we also found many situations 

where a series of buildings may have a block number 7, but a total of only six buildings. 

We researched several districts, from the old Kennedy town to the new West Kowloon 

development. We noted that many buildings have missing floors, such as 4, 13, 14, 24, … 

and that some developments omitted the 40th to 49th floors. This fixation on what are 

considered lucky and unlucky numbers is a trend that in recent times has become more 

and more exaggerated (fig. 5).

Much of this is the result of what may be referred to as tetraphobia: the fear of the “un-

l u c ky ”  n u m b e r  fo u r.  Th e  n u m b e r  “4”  s o u n d s  s i m i l a r  to  t h e  wo rd  “d e at h”  i n  C a nto n e s e. 

As this new system is only related to existing “lucky ” and “unlucky ” numbers, we have 

wondered if maximizing 

t h e  “ l u c k y ”  f l o o r  n u m -

bers that a building can 

possess is the next log-

ical step. Will  there soon 

be buildings with floors 

numbered only with the 

numbers 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 …  

( i .e . ,  n u m b e r s  t h a t  a re 

not considered “bad”)? 

Rather than seeing this 

trend merely the result 

of superstition, we won-

d e r  i f  we  c a n  t u r n  i t  i nto 

a n  u r b a n  o p p o r t u n i t y 

(fig. 6).

Although unlucky num-

bers such as 4 and 44 

are slowly disappearing 

from our urban numer-

ic al  ecosystem, would 

it  be possible to resur-

rect these numbers and  

Future Heritage

Fig. 5: Shanghai, an elevator button panel in a residential 

apartment building with floor numbers 4, 13, and 14 omitted.
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c r e a t e  a  n e w  u r b a n  c a t a l y s t  a t  t h e  

same time? With these questions,  we 

made a proposal at the 2010 Hong 

Kong– Shenzhen Biennale.  In the bi-

ennale exhibit ion Discovering Possi-

b i l i t i e s ;  R ev e a l i n g  P ot e nt i a l ,  we  re i n -

troduced the missing f loors into the 

buildings that once deleted these “un-

lucky ” f loors.  We proposed new pro-

grams for the public,  from educ ation to 

recreation.  We also recommended that 

the public should propose how to use 

t h e s e  s p a c e s .  T h e s e  s p a c e s  m ay  b e 

further connected through l ink bridg-

es,  which are commonly used in Hong 

Kong (figs. 7, 8, 9, & 10).

AARON TAN

Fig. 6: A list of numbers that are considered lucky and unlucky in Chinese culture. 

Unlucky numbers are an expression of “tetraphobia,” which is the practice of avoiding instances 

of the number 4 in Chinese culture.

Fig. 7: An edited photograph of two 

buildings in Hong Kong’s West Kowloon 

district showing horizontal gaps inserted 

where the unnumbered unlucky floors would 

have existed.
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Figs. 8, 9, & 10: Models for an exhibition that RAD developed for the 2010 

Hong Kong–Shenzhen Biennale in which we reintroduced the missing floors into the buildings that 

once deleted what are considered unlucky floors. To fill them in, we also proposed new 

programs for the public that range from education to recreation. We also recommended that the 

public should propose how to use these spaces. These spaces may be further connected 

through bridges, which are commonly used in Hong Kong.

AARON TAN

We believe that the people of Hong Kong—who have made Kowloon Walled City,  who 

have transformed the public space under Foster ’s HSBC building into an area that is 

actively used by loc al and foreign domestic helpers during the weekends, and who 

have introduced esc alators connecting the business district to expensive residences 

in order to help their  residents avoid having to drive through areas of heav y vehicular 

traffic—wil l  know best how to reclaim thes e missing f loors.  Kowloon Walled City was 

made in the most ambiguous and diff icult  of situations,  and the s ame resil ient Hong 

Kong urban DNA wil l  know how to transform thes e new roofs,  how to l ink thes e missing 
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Fig. 11: RAD’s poster for its exhibition Discovering Possibilities; Revealing Potential 

at the 2010 Hong Kong–Shenzhen Biennale.

Future Heritage

f loors,  how to engage the ground, and how to eventually make an interesting impact at 

the sc ale of the city.  The exhibit ion we featured at the Hong Kong– Shenzhen Biennale 

aimed at exploring how tetraphobia may lead to s everal  new possibil it ies and potentials 

for the city (fig. 11).

I  do not have a definite conclusion with respect to the questions rais ed at the Aga Khan 

Award for Architecture seminar,  as my office and I  are operating in a unique and inde-

terminate city set in constant f lux.  Perhaps beyond the traditional theories of Ruskin 

or Viol let-le-Duc, we see ourselves more as twenty-first-centur y explorers,  looking for 

clues and c atalysts that help the l iving organism of Hong Kong continue its s elf-pres er-

vation.  We are moving from preserving architecture to pres er ving ideas.
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1 The grades that the Antiquities Advisory Board 

(AAB) and the Antiquities and Monuments Office 

(AMO) in Hong Kong provide are as follows:

 G R A D E  1:   Buildings of outstanding merit;  every 

effort should be made to preserve them, if  possi-

ble.

 G R A D E  2:    Buildings of special merit;  efforts 

should be made to selectively preserve them.

 G R A D E  3:    Buildings of some merit;  preservation 

in some form would be desirable and alternative 

means could be considered if preservation is not 

practicable.

 Graded historical buildings, however, do not have 

any statutory protection unless declared as mon-

uments. In accordance with the Antiquities and 

Monuments Ordinance, the Antiquities Authority 

may, after consultation with the Antiquities Ad-

visory Board and with the approval of the chief 

executive, and by notice in the Gazette,  declare 

a place, building, site, or structure to be a monu-

ment. The Antiquities Authority is then empow-

ered to prevent alterations, or to impose condi-

tions upon any proposed alterations as it deems 

fit in order to protect the monument.

2 For additional information on Demolition as Con-

struction,  see the RAD website at http://www.

ra d . h k /p ro j e c t s /ve n i c e - b i e n n a l e - 2 01 0 - d e m o l i -

tion-construction.
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